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ABSTRACT 
As is well known, Clifford algebras can ‘be faithfully realized as certain matrix 
algebras, the matrix entries betig real numbers, complex numbers, or wternions, 
nding on the particular Clifford algebra. We show that the matrix representations 
of the basis elements of a Clifford algebra can be chosen to satisfy a certain additional 
trace condition; we then use this trace condition to establish optimal ineqz&ties 
involving norms in Clifford algebras. 
1. 
e,ep = - esea 
e2 =- a 
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(See Reference 171.) The Clifford algebra ,, is spanned as a 2”-dimensional 
complex linear space by the collection of linearly independent elements { eA }, 
where the ordered multiindex A ranges over all naturally ordered subsets of 
the first n positive integers, (1,2,. . . , n }; the element eA, where A = 
( q,qb-, a,) with 1 < q < cy2 < - ” l < qk < n, is defined as the product 
eA = e(cq, a2,. . . , ak) := ea,ea, * l ’ eak- 
( en A is empty, we set erzr := 1.) Thus a general element 24 of C, takes the 
form 
u = uAeA, 
A 
where the UA’s are complex scalars, and again 
subsets of (1,2 ,..., n}. 
A ranges over all ordered 
(s) denote the complex algebra of all s x s matrices with complex 
entries. The notation 2C(s) refers to the complex algebra of all 2s x 2s 
matrices of the form 
and N are matrices from (s), and 0 here denotes the s x s zero 
(s) is a proper subalgebra of 
As is well known (see [7]), we have the algebraic isomorphisms 
if n is even, 
(n-1)/2) if n is odd. 
(1) 
t is to say, there is a one-to-one correspondence, 
tions, between elements u of 
n - 1)/2), depending on 
atrix, say 
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We also have the 
of (1,2 ,..., n), 
correspondence, foran ordered subset 
eA = e(a,,a2,...,ak) -EASE (a1,“2*...,aJJ’ 
including also the correspondence 1~ I, where I represents the identity 
matrix in the appropriate matrix algebra. The matrices {E,}, according to 
(A) and (B), will have to satisfy corresponding equations E,,,Es = - EBEa for 
&&and E,2= - 1. We establish further requirements on these matrices, as 
listed in the following theorem (M* denotes the conjugate transpose of a 
complex matrix M): 
THEOREM 1. l’%e matrices {E,), in the correspondence (2) between 
generators of C, and matrices of the appropriate matrix al&ebra listed in (l), 
can be chosen so that they filfill the conditions 
00 wl3 = -E$& fmar#p, a,p=1,2 ,..., n, 
(bj I$- -I_f^ora=I,2 ,..., n, 
(c) E$ = -E, forat=1,2 ,..., n, 
(d) trace E, = .- 0 forA+@, AC {1,2 ,..., n}. 
As (a) and (b) follow from (A) and (B), and (c) can be inferred from the 
matrix representations described in [7], the innovative aspect of Theorem 1 is 
property (d) concerning the vanishing traces of the matrices (EA ), A # 0. It 
seems not to be recognized that faithful matrix representations of Clifford 
algebras can be chosen with this additional property. In the last section of 
this paper we use this property to establish best possible lower bounds for the 
constant K in the inequality 
regarding norms in complex Clifford algebras. 
We have analogous results for the real nondegenerate universal Clifford 
algebras P Q. (See again eference 
ative integers 
[ 73.) The P Q, for given nonneg- 
p and q, as generators the elements’ e,, e2 ,...,e,, wh 
n := p + q, with the anticommutativity condition (A) holding, but with 
replaced by 
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s X s matrices wi real entries, and we 
these algebras now are 
sms (with ~2 = p -I- 9): 
) if q-p=0,6(mod8), 
@-l)12) if 9 - p = 1,s (mod$), 
z(“-~)/~) if 9 - p = 2,4 (mods), (5) 
tnm3)i2) if 9 - p = 3 (mod8), 
if 9 - p = 7 (mod8). 
us we have a one-to-one algebraic orrespondence, say u * U, between 
p, 9 and matrices U of the appropriate real algebra s defined 
ewise, we have corres 
(6) 
tors and corres onding matrices (E,]. 
a} as listed in the fo 
ot-uknce (6) between 
x algebra s listed in 
where for a quatemion q= q0 + ,i q- q15 + q3k its conjugate is g” = q. - q+ 
- q2j - q,k. 
gain, in Theo 2 the innovative condition is (at), as (a) and (bt ) 
follow from (A) and t ), and (cf) can be inferred from the matrix represen- 
n the last section of this paper we use 
onstant K of (4) for the case of real C 
r physical applications of C rd algebras, one may consult various 
rd Algebras, edited by 
We now prove Theorem 1, regarding matrix representations of the 
complex Clifford algebras n. First we state, without proof, the following 
lemma; its verification is straightforward and easily checked: 
LEMMA 1. Let E,, E,,. . . , E, be corn&x square muttices fil!lling 
conditions (a), (b), (c) of Z72eorm2 1, and tet P be the prodwt 
P = E,E, l l l E,. 
(i) P2 = 
i 
+ I if n = 0,3 (mod4), 
-I ifn=1,2(mod4); 
(ii) P” = 
{ 
+ P ifn=0,3( 
-P ifn=1,2( 
(iii) fm a’= 1,2,...,n, 
eore irst es; 
n 
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n = 2: 
E,=I, E,= E,=( _; A), E,,=(; 6). 
Clearly, conditions (a)-(d) of Theorem 1 hold for these matrix representa- 
roceed to higher values of n by induction arguments. 
we have matrkes E,, E,, . . . , E, in 
construct matrices F,, . . . , F,, F, + l 
Ea) for ar=l,..., n, F,,,=i(n+2)/2(g _$ 
is the product matrix P = E,E, *=. En of mma 1. Then 
,(F,.,)*= - F,+,,and Fn+lFa= - FaFncl fora=1,2,...,n. 
itions (a)-(c) hold for the collection ( Fa ). 
AC (l,...,n), then I = nu 
n+lEA, AC 
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+&at the product FlF2 l l ’ FnFn+ 1 of all +Ae generators i not a scalar multiple 
of the identity matrix_(see [7, Chapter 13, Theorem 13.10 and its proof]). 
the trace condition (d) ruIes out this possibility, the trace of the identity 
matrix being positive. 
NGW, in order to establish Theorem 1 for the next even number, n +2, we 
add to the collection (F1, F”, . . . , F,, F, + 1 } listed above the matrix 
F,+2=( _“I J9 
+2 generators i 
We check now 
(n+2)/2). Then (a)-(c) are clear for this 
AC (1,2 ,..., n +2j, A#a, n+2E 
obtaining now n 
larger collection. 
A, then we have already shown that trace FA = 0. f n+2EA, then the 
diagonal blocks of & are 0 (as for Fn+2), and again trace FA = 0. 
Finally, we observe that the product FlF2 l l l Fn+2 is not a scalar 
multiple of the identity, being a nonsingular matrix with zero trace. 
3. THE CLIFFORD ALGEB 
We now prove Theorem 2, regarding matrix representations of the reaI 
Chfford algebras P,q. Again, we first check a few trivial cases; 
p = 0, g = 0: 
E,=(l)=I. 
p = 1, 9 = 0: 
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p = 0, 9 = 3: 
Conditions (a), (b+)-(dt ) of Theorem 2 are easily checked for these matrix 
representations. 
Next we show that if Theorem 2 is true for P,q, where p >, 1, thei it 
1 p-1’ Let EJ&,..*, +q be the matrix genera- 
conditions of Theorem 2. We define new matrices 
Fa = ElE,+a for c~=l,2 ,..., 9, F’+r=Er, 
F q+a = EIEa for ~1= 2,..., p. 
Then F:= +P for cr=l,..., 9-i+, Qnd F’= -I for cu=9+2, . . . . 9-1-p* 
Conditions (a), (bt )-(d + ) are easily verified for the collection (FQ ), with each 
FA being + E, for some B. As in the proof of Theorem 1, condition (d +) 
guarantees that the product FIFs l s l FP+q is not a scalar multiple of the 
identity; thus the collection { FA } is linearly independent. Note also that 
(P-V-(9-+lww9-P) ( is observation is in agreement 
with (5), which indicates that if 9’- p’ = 6 - (9 - p) (mod8), and if p’+ 9’ 
9, then the matrix algebras for RP,,ql a R PIq are the same. 
ow we show that if Theorem 2 is true for P,4with p 9 \ 4, then it is also 
t E,, E2V.V EP+Q be the matrix generators for 
conditions 
bY 
of Theorem 2, and define matrices F,, F,, . . . , F,“; z 
= 
a for IX= 1 ,..., p-4 and cr=p+l,..., p+9, 
=Ep_3E,_2E,_1EpEa for a=p-3,p-2,p-1,~. 
for cw=p-3,...,p+q. 
asily checked, with each FA being k E, 
9 - p is invariant module 8 under the transfo 
tion (P9 9) -+ (P - 459 so p + 9 is invariant, (5) indicates 
e same, as we have just 
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theorem is true for given values p, 9, and let E,, E,, . . . , Ep+q be the matrix 
generators of the theorem. We define a family Fls E,, . . . , Fp+q+2 of matrices 
twice the size according to 
Then Fz= + I for 0f= 1 ,...,p and cy=n+l, and Fz= -1 for (Y= 
p +l,..., p + 9 and cy = n + 2. Again conditions (a), t(b”)-(d !) for the collec- 
tion (F,) are easily verified. The cases 9 - P = 3,7 (mod8) are slightly 
different. We first write each E, in the form 
Ga O 
Ea=o H’ 
i I iY=l ,...,p+q:=n, a 
where G, and Ha are square matrices half the size of Ea. We then define the 
family { Fa} of matrices twice the size of the matrices {E,} by 
F, = 
F n+1= 
G,O 0 0 \ 
0 -G, 0 0 
0 0 H,o ’ a= 1,2,..., n; 
0 0 0 -N,i 
0 z 0 0 
I’ I I 
oz 00 
z 0 0 0 
F n+2 
-zo 
= 
00 
0 
0 0 00 oz 
0 0 I 0 0 0 -z 0 
Then conditions (a), @)-(a+) can be easily checked for ( Fa}. 
By the notation (p, 9) -+ (r, s) we mean that the truth of Theorem 2 for 
,_ implies its truth for r s. Thus far, we have verified the implications , 
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and (~9) where 0 < P, 9 < ‘7; from (P, 9) -+ (P + I, 9 + I) we infer its valid- 
ity for all (P, 9) such that - 7 < 9 - P < 7. Then the implications 
(p,9)-=qp+4,9+4)+(9+5, P+3)-+(9+I,P+4)++8,9) 
establish the theorem for all (p, 9). 
4. QUAIJTIE§ 
For a general element u = c AuAeA, in either a real or a complex Clifford 
algebra, the absolute uulue, or spinor ru)?7n, of u is the nonnegative number 
with 1 uAl here the ordinary magnitude of the real or complex number uA. It 
follows that, for each complex Clifford algebra C, and each real Clifford 
algebra p, 4, there exist positive constants K, and KP,4, respectively, such 
that 
luol G 4J~ll~l (8) 
luol Q q.Jf-4 14 (9) 
ues of +hesc onstants 
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THEOREMI 3. In p,9, the best values of the constants K, and 
K, Q in (8) and (9), respectively, are 9 
K,= 
i 
p/4 ifniseven, 
p+ U/4 ifnisodd, 
p-w/4 if q-p=0,6(mod8), 
K 
~(P+w- U/4 if q-p=1,3,5(mod8), 
P-9= p+9-w4 if q-p=2,4(mod8), 
$P+9+1)/4 if q-p=7(mod8). 
00) 
(11) 
Proof. For a given matrix M = (m&, with entries either real, complex, 
or quatemionic, let the matrix norm of M, 11 M 11, be given by 
llMl12 = trace MM* = c lm,s12. 
a4 
Here ImJ is the ordinary magnitude of map when map is real or complex; 
when map is a quatemion, say rnaP = q = q. + q+ + q2j + q,k, we define 
Im,,sl = 141 =(w*Y2 = (402 +(r12 + d + s33)‘“. 
Then, as is easily verified, for such matrices M and A7 one has the inequality 
IlMVl G IIWI llw~ (12) 
Now, 
algebraic 
for a given Clifford algebra 
orrespondence, 
P 9, there is a one&one , 
u = uAeA- U- A, 
A A 
inor 
IuA12 trace( EAEA*) + uAUB trace( E,E$ ) . 03) 
A A#B 
. . , n; it follows that 
r complex Clifford 
r 
2 
AsB 
= ce 
c s 
we choose both u and v in (15) as the C 
spending to this particular matrix in the appro 
holds in (15). 
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